INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Faithful replication of chromosomes and efficient repair of DNA lesions preserve the integrity of the genome ([@B1]). The major single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding protein in human cells, Replication protein A (RPA) is essential for DNA replication, repair and recombination ([@B2]--[@B4]). RPA also functions in checkpoint activation and fork restart ([@B5]--[@B8]). RPA binds to ssDNA intermediates in the cells and interacts with protein partners to coordinate assembly of complexes that synthesize or repair the DNA ([@B3],[@B4],[@B9],[@B10]).

RPA is required for both initiation and elongation phases of DNA replication. During initiation, RPA stabilizes the ssDNA regions formed by origin unwinding and helps recruit proteins to the nascent replication fork ([@B11],[@B12]). During elongation, RPA promotes DNA polymerase loading and switching on the lagging strand and processing of Okazaki fragments ([@B13]--[@B15]). RPA is also required for most DNA repair pathways including nucleotide excision repair (NER), recombinational repair and mismatch repair (MMR) ([@B16]--[@B18]). In NER, RPA (i) interacts with XPA to stabilize the open complex after damage-recognition, (ii) helps position the nuclease for dual incision and (iii) stimulates DNA synthesis after excision ([@B19]). During repair of double-strand breaks (DSBs) by homologous recombination (HR), RPA is involved in the DNA end resection and loading of RAD51 recombinase onto the ssDNA to form the RAD51 nucleoprotein filament which mediates DNA strand exchange ([@B20]). RPA binding also helps determine which pathway repairs DSBs by down-regulating microhomology-mediated end joining (MMHJ) and competing with Ku protein to inhibit non-homologous end joining ([@B21],[@B22]). In MMR, RPA functions to modulate excision and stimulate DNA re-synthesis ([@B17],[@B18],[@B23]).

RPA is a stable heterotrimer formed by the three subunits, RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3 ([@B2]). It contains a winged helix (Wh) domain and six structurally-related, oligonucleotide binding (OB) folds connected by flexible linkers ([@B24],[@B25]). This multi-domain architecture makes the RPA complex very flexible. All six OB fold domains can interact with DNA and are referred to as DNA-binding domains A-F (DBD-A-F) while the winged helix domain primarily interacts with protein partners. RPA1 is composed of four DBDs (F, A, B and C) ([@B26]--[@B28]). RPA2 is composed of DBD-D and the winged helix domain. RPA3 is composed exclusively of DBD-E. One domain from each subunit interacts to form a trimerization core (DBD-C, -D and -E) ([@B29]). The trimerization core and the other domains move independently in the absence of DNA ([@B25]). When RPA binds to ssDNA, four DBDs (A-D) form a stable complex with ∼30 nt of ssDNA ([@B30]). Each DBD binds directionally, with domains A through D binding from 5′ to 3′ along ssDNA ([@B30]--[@B32]).

High affinity, stable binding of RPA to ssDNA (K~a~∼10^10^ M^−1^) involves four DBDs interacting with the DNA: DBD-A, DBD-B, DBD-C and DBD-D (Supplementary Figure S1; ([@B29],[@B30],[@B33]--[@B35])). DBD-A and -B in RPA1 have the highest affinity for ssDNA and form the primary binding site in RPA ([@B36]--[@B38]). Individually DBD-A and DBD-B have K~a~ for ssDNA of 5 × 10^5^ and 5 × 10^4^ M^−1^, respectively ([@B37]) but when connected by a short linker their affinity is increased ∼100-fold (K~a~ ∼2 × 10^7^ M^−1^) ([@B37],[@B38]). DBD-C in RPA1 subunit and DBD-D in RPA2 subunit are secondary binding domains with weaker binding affinity ([@B29],[@B38]--[@B40]). The affinity of RPA for ssDNA differs depending on the length of ssDNA and the number of DBDs engaged with the DNA ([@B33],[@B35],[@B38],[@B41],[@B42]).

High affinity, ssDNA binding allows RPA to (i) rapidly coat ssDNA regions, (ii) prevent the formation of secondary structure, (iii) efficiently destabilize duplex DNA and (iv) under some conditions, promote DNA annealing ([@B42]--[@B45]). These functions are all thought to be important for normal processing of ssDNA in the cell ([@B4],[@B42]). In addition to the DBD-A-D, the N-terminal domain of RPA1 (DBD-F) is needed for efficient helix destabilization of duplex DNA ([@B44]). DBD-F is located at the end a ∼60 residue flexible linker, and binds both ssDNA ([@B46]) and multiple protein partners (e.g. p53, MRE11, ATRIP, RAD9, Dna2) ([@B47]--[@B49]). Interactions with DFD-F modulate RPA binding to partially duplex DNA structures ([@B28]) and regulate DNA repair and checkpoint activation ([@B47]--[@B49]).

The high affinity domains DBD-A and DBD-B interact with ssDNA through a combination of polar and aromatic residues (([@B27]); Supplementary Figure S1A). Interestingly, while the interacting polar residues are not conserved in evolution, the four interacting aromatic residues, F238 and F269 in DBD A and W361 and F386 in DBD B, are highly conserved ([@B26],[@B50],[@B51]). The different types of interactions have different effects on RPA function, and binding affinity does not always correlate with function. Mutation of the polar residues can dramatically reduce affinity ([@B38],[@B51],[@B52]) but some low affinity polar residue mutants maintain the full range of cellular RPA functions ([@B52]). In contrast, mutation of the aromatic residues had only modest effects on the affinity for ssDNA, but were found to have a separation-of-function phenotype: they were defective in DNA repair but were still able to support replication ([@B51],[@B52]). These aromatic residue mutants have no defects in protein interactions, leading us to conclude that their phenotype is caused by altered DNA interactions. This suggests that DNA replication and repair require different RPA--DNA interactions. The aromatic residue mutants have a high affinity for ssDNA but altered interactions with short ssDNA ([@B51]). However, the DNA binding defect(s) that disrupts DNA repair remains unknown.

To gain a better understanding of the molecular defects responsible for the loss of activity in DNA repair, we analyzed the DNA interactions of a set DBD-A and DBD-B aromatic residue (Aro) mutants using single molecule total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (smTIRFM). Our studies show that the interactions of the Aro mutants with linear and partially duplex DNA structures 20 nt or longer are similar to that of the wild-type RPA. However, the Aro mutants were defective in forming complexes with oligonucleotides 15 nt in length. In addition, our kinetic analysis suggests that wild-type RPA has at least two states when bound to ssDNA characterized by a fast and a slow dissociating state. The Aro mutants are defective in forming long-lived complexes and are also not able to efficiently destabilize partially duplex DNA structures. Brownian dynamic simulations suggested that RPA binding to topologically constrained DNA structures, such as single stranded bubbles, promotes DNA unwinding. We conclude that the slow-dissociating state or helix destabilizing activity of RPA is needed for correct processing of ssDNA intermediates in DNA repair and that reduction in these activities cause the separation of function phenotype of the Aro mutants.

RPA binds to DNA dynamically ([@B4],[@B42],[@B53]). A recent study by Kemmerich *et al*., showed that binding of microdomains of RPA contributes to this rapid dynamics and the balance between annealing and unwinding activities of RPA ([@B54]). Our studies show that the dynamic modes of RPA binding have a least two kinetic states and that the more stable state is required for repair functions of RPA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Protein purification {#SEC2-1}
--------------------

The construct for expression of the biotinylated RPA3 was constructed by synthesizing a synthetic coding sequence that contained an XbaI site, an N-terminal BirA recognition sequence (BAP:GLNDIFEAQKIEWHW) ([@B55]), a six histidine His-Tag and the coding sequence for RPA3 with codon usage optimized for expression in *E. coli* followed by a BamHI site (GenScript). This sequence was then used to replace the existing RPA3 gene in p11d-tRPA containing wild-type RPA ([@B56]) using XbaI and BamHI. The new plasmid, p11d-tRPA•biotinRPA3 directs the expression of RPA1, RPA2 and biotin-RPA3 as a synthetic operon in *E. coli*. To produce biotinylated Aro mutants, the AroA, AroB and Aro2 coding sequence from pRSF--AroA, --AroB and --Aro2 were each excised with SfiI and AvrII and individually inserted into the wild-type RPA1 subunit in p11d-tRPA•biotinRPA3 (cut at SfiI and NheI sites). Biotinylated proteins were purified as previously described for non-biotinylated RPA ([@B57]), with the exception that 100 μM biotin was added to the LB media concomitant with the induction of 0.3 mM IPTG. RAD51 protein was purified as described previously ([@B58]).

DNA oligonucleotides {#SEC2-2}
--------------------

All oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA. dT35, dT25, dT20, dT15 have a Cy3 fluorophore at the 5′ end. Replication fork like (RFL) branched, Gap, Flap and Bubble DNAs were made by annealing up to four different partially complementary oligonucleotides containing, where indicated, Cy3 and Cy5 dyes. All structures had 20 nt single strand regions adjacent to partially duplex regions (Supplementary Figure S2). The composition and sequences of all the oligonucleotides used are listed in the supplementary methods (see also Supplementary Figure S2).

Reaction conditions for the single-molecule assays {#SEC2-3}
--------------------------------------------------

Biotinylated RPA or Aro mutants were immobilized on quartz slides (Finkenbeiner) coated with sparsely biotinylated polyethylene glycol (PEG) to eliminate the non-specific binding. The immobilization was mediated by neutravidin--biotin interaction between biotinylated proteins, neutravidin (Pierce), biotinylated PEG polymer (Laysan Bio, MW5000; mPEG-SVA and biotin-PEG-SVA). Details for preparing the slides and chambers for single molecule experiment were as previously described ([@B59]). All single molecule experiments were performed in binding buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 100 mg/ml BSA. Imaging was carried out in imaging buffer (binding buffer supplemented with 1 mg/ml of trolox (6-hydroxy-2, 5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid; Sigma-Aldrich), 1 mg/ml of glucose oxidase (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.4% (w/v) D-glucose (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.04 mg/ml of catalase (Calbiochem)). In each experiment, 100 μl of 0.2 mg/ml of Neutravidin dissolved in PBS was flowed into the assembled chamber, incubated for 5 min, followed by 100 μl of 50 pM of Biotinylated protein in binding buffer. After another 5-min incubation, 100 μl of 100 pM of the indicated Cy3- or Cy3- and Cy5-labeled DNA substrate diluted in imaging buffer was injected into the chamber. In some experiments as a final control, the chamber was washed extensively with binding buffer and Cy3-labeled dT35 was added to detect all tethered RPA. The concentrations were optimized to detect 500--1000 individual molecules per experiment (50 pM of biotinylated RPA and 100 pM Cy3-labeled DNA).

Single-molecule smTIRFM {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------

Single molecule experiments were carried out using a prism-type TIRF microscope as previously described ([@B60]). Cy3-labeled substrates were excited with the green DPSS laser (532 nm, 75 mW, Coherent). DNA molecules with both Cy3 and Cy5 were also excited at 532 nm and the Cy5 signal observed due to Föster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between Cy3 and Cy5 dyes. The fluorescence signals coming from Cy3 and Cy5 dyes were collected using a water immersion objective 60× (Olympus), separated by a 630-nM dichroic mirror, passed through a 550-nm long-pass filter to block out laser scattering and recorded with an EMCCD camera (Andor).

smTIRFM data analysis {#SEC2-5}
---------------------

The single molecule trajectories were extracted from the recorded video files. Individual trajectories were visually inspected and picked using MATLAB. The picked individual trajectories were analyzed using QUB software ([@B61],[@B62]) using a two-state model, where the presence of a fluorescent signal at the specific location on the surface corresponded to the 'on' or bound state and the absence of fluorescence corresponded to the free RPA ('off') state. The idealized QUB trajectories yielded the 'on times' and 'off times'. The measured 'on times' and 'off times' from all RPA molecules were combined and binned to plot histograms, which were fit to single-exponential or double exponential decay using GraphPad Prism 6.0 software to obtain respective rate constants. The extracted 'off times' were binned with a bin size of 3 s and 'on times' were binned with a bin size of 0.5 s. The dissociation rate constant, k~off~ (s^−1^), is calculated from fitting the 'on times' distribution to a one or two phase exponential decay. The apparent association rate constants k~on~ (M^−1^ s^−1^), were calculated by fitting the 'off times' to one or two phase exponential decay to obtain the number of events per second (s^−1^) and divided by the DNA concentration. K~a~ = k~on~/k~off~ (M^−1^). The details of the fitting are described in the supplementary methods.

Gel mobility assay and helix destabilization assays {#SEC2-6}
---------------------------------------------------

A gel mobility shift assay (GMSA) was used to determine the binding affinity of RPA and mutants to Replication fork like (RFL) DNA structure, Gap and Bubble DNA, and 6 nM DNA was incubated with increasing amounts of the indicated form of RPA in a total volume of 15 μl binding buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 100 ng/μl BSA) for 20 min at room temperature. DNA--protein complexes were separated on a non-denaturing 3.5% acrylamide gel (in 1× TAE). The running buffer was 1× TAE (40 mM Tris, 20 mM Acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA). The Cy3 signals from the free and bound DNA were visualized using the Chemidoc MP imaging System (Bio-Rad). In helix destabilization assays, at the end of the 20-min incubation, 2% (w/v) SDS, 1 mg/ml proteinase K (Qiagen) was added to denature protein and a large excess of competitor DNA (5μM) that is complementary to the non-labeled strand of DNA was added to prevent re-annealing. Reactions were separated on a 15% acrylamide gel to distinguish intact DNA structures from melted ssDNA.

Brownian dynamics simulations {#SEC2-7}
-----------------------------

Molecular simulations of the association of RPA with Gap and Bubble DNA models were performed using coarse-grained simulation techniques. First, a complete, putative structure of human RPA in complex with ssDNA was constructed with homology-modeling techniques using the following crystal structures: 1EWI ([@B63]) for DBD-F of RPA1, 1DPU ([@B64]) for the Wh domain of RPA2, and 4GNX ([@B30]) for the trimerization core comprising DBDs A, B, C, D and E, and ssDNA. Substitutions of residues to the corresponding human sequences were performed using SwissModel ([@B65]) and missing loops and linkers were added using the loop-modeling program Loopy ([@B66]). Models of the Gap and Bubble DNAs were constructed from standard B-DNA. Since conducting simulations of RPA:DNA association events using atomically detailed models is not currently feasible due to computational expense, the all-atom representations of RPA and the DNAs were replaced by coarse-grained (CG) simulation models ([@B67]). In the case of RPA, a C-alpha-only model was constructed in which one CG 'bead' of the model represents one amino acid residue; in the case of DNA, a three-bead per nucleotide model was used, with different CG beads used to represent the base, sugar and phosphate groups of each nucleotide. Standard molecular mechanics terms (bonds, angles, dihedrals) were used to describe interactions of beads involved in bonds ([@B68],[@B69]). Interactions of nonbonded beads (e.g. those involved in RPA--DNA interactions) were described using a combination of electrostatic and Lennard-Jones potential functions (details of the Brownian Dynamic model and parameters for the simulations are described in Supplementary Methods). In each simulation, single molecules of RPA and DNA were initially separated from each other by ∼40 Å and simulations of 5 μs duration were performed in order to gauge their tendency to associate.

Throughout each simulation, the stability of both RPA and DNA structures and the degree of their association with each other was monitored by measuring 'Q', i.e. the fraction of the expected native contacts that are actually formed (see, e.g. ([@B68])). In the fully formed RPA--DNA complex there are 90 pairs of CG beads that are expected to be in contact with each other. A partially formed RPA--DNA complex with, for example, only 45 of these pairs formed would have Q~RPA-DNA~ = 45/90 = 0.50. We use a similar approach to define Q values for RPA-RPA (Q~RPA-DNA~) and DNA-DNA (Q~DNA-DNA~) contacts; in both cases the overall Q value reflects a combination of intramolecular interactions (e.g. intra-subunit/-strand contacts) and intermolecular interactions (e.g. inter-subunit/-strand contacts).

Three-strand DNA exchange assays {#SEC2-8}
--------------------------------

RAD51-mediated DNA strand exchange assays were performed essentially as described in ([@B70]) using the φX174 virion ssDNA and the φX174 RFI dsDNA as substrates for the reaction. The φX174 RFI dsDNA was linearized using ApaLI to generate 4 nucleotide 5′ overhangs and purified using phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction followed by isopropanol precipitation. DNA strand exchange was initiated by incubating 7.5 μM RAD51 with 30 μM (Nucleotide) φX174 virion ssDNA and 2.5 mM ATP in the Reaction Buffer (20 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 7.5, 10% Glycerol, 1 mM MgCl~2~ and 1 mM DTT) for 5 min at 37°C. To this, 150 mM of sodium ammonium phosphate (NaNH~4~PO~4~) was added along with 2 μM RPA unless otherwise indicated and incubated for another 5 min. This was followed by addition of 15 μM (bp) of ApaLI digested Linear dsDNA and further incubation at 37°C for the indicated time. The samples were then deproteinized by addition of 0.8% SDS and Proteinase K (800 μg/ml) followed by incubation at 37°C for 0.5 h. The samples were then run on a 0.9% agarose gel (UltraPure Agarose, Life Technologies) at 3.5 V/cm at 25°C for 16 h. The gel was then stained for 10 min using SYBR Gold and then destained for 10 min in H~2~O.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

TIRFM measurements with surface-tethered RPA {#SEC3-1}
--------------------------------------------

Mutation of the conserved aromatic residues in the DNA-binding sites of DBD-A and DBD-B causes defects in DNA repair but not in replication. This suggests that replication and repair require different RPA--DNA interactions. While it was known that these aromatic residue mutants alter interactions with short ssDNA regions ([@B51]), it was not known how these mutations affect kinetics of binding or the binding to partially duplex DNA intermediates. Therefore, we carried out single-molecule analysis in which biotinylated RPA is immobilized on a slide surface and is allowed to interact with freely diffusing fluorescent-labeled DNA substrates ([@B71]). This approach allows direct observation and analysis of binding events in real time ([@B72]). We examined three previously characterized mutants that each had two aromatic residues in DBD-A and/or DBD-B mutated to alanine. Two mutant forms, AroA (F238A, F269A) and AroB (W361A, F386A) had both conserved aromatic residues mutated in DBD-A or DBD-B, respectively. The third mutant, Aro2 (F269A, F386A), had one residue in each domain mutated. All three mutant forms function in DNA replication but are defective in DNA repair ([@B51],[@B52]).

To make biotinylated RPA and Aro mutants, constructs were made for expressing RPA in which RPA3 contained an N-terminal recognition sequence for BirA biotin ligase (Supplementary Figure S1B) ([@B55],[@B71]). The resulting forms of RPA were expressed and purified (Supplementary Figure S1C). The purified biotinylated forms of RPA were active and have apparent association constants similar to the non-biotinylated forms (Supplementary Figure S1D).

Surface-tethered biotinylated RPA or Aro mutants were then incubated with Cy3 and/or Cy5 labeled DNA and the slide was illuminated with the 532 nM green laser in the total internal reflection (TIR) mode. Dye molecules present within the evanescent field generated by the TIR (generally within 100 nM of the slide surface) due to the binding of the fluorescently labeled DNA substrates to the surface-tethered RPAs are directly excited (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), while molecules that freely diffuse in solution remain invisible. Thus, fluorescent signal is only observed when a DNA molecule is bound to the immobilized RPA (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). (The camera time resolution was set to 100 ms to exclude short events that result from free DNA diffusing into the evanescent field.)

![Surface-tethered RPA DNA-binding activity. (**A**) Schematic representation of TIRFM-based assay for analysis of DNA binding by tethered RPA. RPA is immobilized on the surface of the microscope flow cell and an evanescent field generated on cell surface by TIR while illuminating with a 530 nM laser. The DNA substrates labeled with Cy3 are only visible when bound to surface-tethered RPA inside the evanescent field. (**B**) A representative trajectory one RPA molecule monitored in the presence of Cy3-labeled dT35 for 6000 s. Each dot represents a fluorescence reading and black line represents the two-state model determined by QUB. Spikes in the fluorescence intensity correspond to binding and dissociation of different DNA molecules. The length of each binding event is an 'on time', and time between binding events is counted as an 'off time'. In each experiment, 600--1000 trajectories from individual surface-tethered RPA molecules similar to the one depicted here are analyzed. (**C**) k~on~ and (**D**) k~off~ determined for RPA binding to dT35 using smTIRF. Distributions of 'on times' and 'off times' were fit to single or double exponential decay equations to obtain v~on~ decay and k~off-fast~, k~off-slow~, and k~off~ as shown. The v~on~ decay was determined at concentration 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 nM. The plot shows that v~on~ decay had a linear relationship with DNA concentration; k~on~ (s^−1^M^−1^) is the slope.](gkw339fig1){#F1}

The advantage of this experimental approach is that each surface-tethered RPA molecule is able to bind to multiple ssDNA molecules over time, yielding a fluorescent trajectory (example shown in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The fluorescent signal at the location of a molecule of RPA is characterized by a series of fluorescent pulses in which the duration of each pulse corresponds to an 'on time' of a binding event (i.e. the amount of time that a fluorescently labeled DNA molecule spends bound to the RPA). The times between pulses, where the fluorescent signal is minimal, are defined as 'off times' and correspond to the free protein (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We consistently observed individual surface-tethered RPA molecules undergoing multiple binding events. No binding events were observed in the absence of biotinylated RPA protein.

Kinetics of the DNA-binding to surface-tethered RPA suggest two distinct nucleoprotein complexes with different stabilities {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Initial experiments monitored the interactions of surface-tethered, wild-type RPA and Cy3-labeled dT35. The acquired 'on times' and 'off times' were binned and plotted as histograms of number of events versus time (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} & D). The resulting distributions were fit to one or more exponential decay terms, enabling us to determine rate constants and the fraction of each term. The F test-based comparison suggested that for wild-type RPA binding to dT35, the 'off times' fit best to a one phase exponential with a v~on~ = 0.032 ± 0.001 s^−1^, which corresponds to k~on~ = v~on~ / (100 pM dT35 DNA) = 3.20 ± 0.14 × 10^8^ (M^−1^s^−1^). The association rate was also determined for DNA concentrations from 100 to 300 pM (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This confirmed that v~on~ linearly depends on the DNA concentration in the analyzed range. The slope of the dependence of v~on~ on the DNA concentration yielded a k~on~ of 3.1 × 10^8^ M^−1^s^−1^. (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the linear dependence of v~on~, we used 100 pM DNA for all subsequent studies. The observed linear dependence of the v~on~ at these low DNA concentrations also indirectly confirms that surface tethering does not adversely affect RPA-ssDNA interactions.

The 'on times' of wild-type RPA fit best to a two-phase exponential decay, with k~off-fast~ = 0.15 ± 0.05 s^−1^ and k~off-slow~ = 0.02 ± 0.01 s^−1^ and the fast component comprising ∼82% of all events (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S1A and S1B). Thus the binding of wild-type RPA to dT35 is best described by two equilibrium constants: K~a-fast~ = 1.47 ± 0.27 × 10^9^ M^−1^ and K~a-slow~ = 1.66 ± 0.59 × 10^10^ M^−1^. K~a-slow~ for RPA was similar to the equilibrium binding constants determined from GMSA (Supplementary Figure S1C) and in a previous GMSA analysis of RPA ([@B33],[@B52]) which further confirmed that immobilization of RPA did not affect the ability of the protein to bind to ssDNA.

This is the first observation that two distinct types of the RPA-ssDNA complexes are formed, characterized by a fast and a slow dissociation, respectively. Notably, the two complexes could not have been distinguished in the traditional assays such as GMSA.

Aro mutants have reduced affinity for short ssDNA {#SEC3-3}
-------------------------------------------------

We then determined the binding parameters for the three aromatic residue mutant with repair defects: AroA, AroB and Aro2. The DNA binding parameters obtained for the Aro mutants with dT35 RPA were similar to those for wild-type RPA; the Aro mutants had on-rates and off-rates for dT35 similar to those obtained for wild-type RPA (Supplementary Table S1A and S1B). As with wild-type RPA, dissociation fit better to a two-phase exponential with the faster off-rate predominating for all three mutants (\>78% fast rate, Supplementary Table S1B).

We next examined interactions of the different forms of RPA with oligonucleotides of shorter lengths: dT25, dT20 and dT15. Wild-type RPA, AroA, AroB and Aro2 bound to dT25 and dT20 with an affinity similar to that observed with dT35 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The on-rates (1 × 10^8^ M^−1^s^−1^ to 4 × 10^8^ M^−1^s^−1^) indicated that association of all forms of RPA occurred at rates close to the diffusion limit. Dissociation of the Aro mutant complexes from dT25 and dT35 was best described by a two-phase exponential. However, with dT20, the dissociation of all three Aro mutants fit best to a single off-rate that was similar to the fast rate observed with dT35 and dT25 (Supplementary Table S1A). This suggests that while having a high affinity for dT20, the Aro mutants interact differently with dT20 and do not form the more stable long-lived complex. With dT15, wild-type RPA bound with an affinity similar to dT35 but no binding events were observed with any of the Aro mutants (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S1A and S1B). We conclude that like wild-type RPA, the aromatic residue mutants have multiple states with oligonucleotides ≥25 nt but only formed a single short-lived complex with dT20 and were not able to form stable complexes with dT15 at all.

![Length and structure dependence of DNA binding. (**A**) Binding affinity of RPA and Aro mutants to the indicated DNA substrates was determined by smTIRF. Association constants from two-phase exponential decay, Ka~fast~ (**A**) and Ka~slow~ (**B**) were calculated based on k~on~ and k~off-fast~ and k~off-slow~ from (Supplementary Table S1B). Data from AroA, AroB and Aro2 binding with dT20 fit best to a one phase exponential decay. So the association constant (Ka~one\ phase~) calculated from the k~on~ and k~off~ (Supplementary Table S1A) is shown in (**C**). No binding events were detected (NE) for AroA, AroB and Aro2 with dT15. Error bars represent standard deviation of three experiments.](gkw339fig2){#F2}

Aro mutants are defective in forming 'long-lived' complexes {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Previously these Aro mutants have been shown in GMSA to have an apparent affinity for dT30 that is approximately one tenth that of wild-type RPA (([@B51],[@B52]); Supplementary Figure S1). However, in our TIRFM studies that directly monitor individual binding events, all three Aro mutants have binding parameters that are the same as wild-type RPA. This suggests that the two assays are measuring different properties. In particular in the GMSA, RPA-DNA complexes must be sufficiently stable during electrophoretic separation to be observed. So a lower apparent affinity in GMSA suggests that the aromatic residue mutations are affecting the stability of the RPA-DNA complexes during electrophoresis. To explore this difference, we quantitated the fraction of 'long-lived' RPA-DNA complexes for each form of RPA as a function of DNA length (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We determined the fraction of each population of RPA-DNA complexes with dwell-times longer than 40 s. For wild-type RPA binding to dT35, ∼26% of the binding events were longer that 40 s. This fraction decreased with shorter DNA lengths until only one percent of the wild-type RPA•dT15 complexes had dwell time 40 s or longer (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that wild-type RPA forms less stable complexes with shorter ssDNA.

![Fraction of long-lived RPA--DNA complexes. (**A**) The 'dwell time' distribution for RPA binding to dT35, dT25, dT20 and dT15 with a 40-s cutoff indicated (dashed line). (B) Quantification of the fraction of events with dwell-times longer than 40 s for RPA, AroA, AroB and Aro2 with each of the oligonucleotides analyzed. Error bars indicate standard errors from three experiments. No long-dwell complex (\>40 s) were detected AroB and Aro2 with dT20 (ND) and no binding events were observed with the Aro mutants with dT15 (NE).](gkw339fig3){#F3}

The Aro mutants showed a more pronounced length dependence of binding. With dT35, we observed ∼25% of binding events with dwell times longer than 40 s for all three Aro mutants. With dT20, wild-type RPA had still had 14% long events while AroA had 2% and AroB and Aro2 did not have any events longer than 40 s. (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that the Aro mutants are defective in forming 'long-lived' complexes when binding to intermediate and short length ssDNA. The loss of 'long-lived' complexes correlated with the disappearance of the slow-off rate phase for the Aro mutants. This suggests that the slow-off phase represents a more stable complex that is not formed when the Aro mutants bind to dT20. Even though the long binding events constitute only a small portion of the total binding events, we speculate that the ability of RPA to have long binding events might be what is being measured in GMSA and that this type of long event is important for RPA function in DNA repair.

Aro mutant binding to partially duplex DNA structures {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------

Intermediates that form during DNA replication and repair have ssDNA regions of different lengths and are either at the end of or adjacent to duplex DNA. To determine whether the structures adjacent to a single stranded region affect Aro mutant binding, we next tested binding to partially duplex DNA structures. DNA structures resembling a stalled replication fork (RFL-replication fork like), a single stranded gap (Gap) and single stranded bubble (Bubble) were examined. Each of these structures was made by annealing appropriate synthetic oligonucleotides and had a 20-nucleotide ssDNA region (Supplementary Figure S2). The oligonucleotides were labeled with Cy3 or Cy5 as indicated so that annealing and subsequent melting of the partially duplex structures could be directly monitored (Supplementary Figure S2).

smTIRFM analysis showed that wild-type and the Aro mutants bound the RFL and Gap DNAs with an affinity similar to that of dT20 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and had similar kinetic parameters (Supplementary Table S1A and S1B). Both Cy3 and Cy5 channels were monitored for all binding events. This showed that under our experimental conditions RPA binding generally does not cause melting of the partial duplex structures that would have manifested in a decrease in the FRET between the two dyes (data not shown and see also below). Rare binding events in which only a single labeled oligonucleotide was present were excluded from the analysis. With both RFL and Gap DNA, all forms of RPA dissociated with two-phase kinetics (Supplementary Table S1A and S1B). For the Aro mutants, this is different than binding to dT20, which was best described by a single off-rate. We speculate that this difference is the result of 'breathing' of the duplex adjacent to the ssDNA region, which results in these templates having a slightly longer effective ssDNA region for RPA binding.

To confirm these findings and explore if there were differences in the DNA complexes formed, we also examined binding in GMSA assays. Wild-type RPA and Aro mutants bound RFL and Gap DNAs with similar apparent affinities (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S3A). RPA--DNA complexes formed with similar concentrations of each form of RPA leading to similar apparent association constants (Supplementary Figure S4). In addition, a slower mobility complex was observed with RFL DNA at high concentrations of wild-type RPA (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This complex was not observed with Gap DNA (Supplementary Figure S3A). A very small amount of this complex was also observed at the highest concentrations of AroA and Aro2 but it was never observed with AroB. This suggests that wild-type RPA can form additional complexes with the replication fork-like structure, which are not formed efficiently (or at all) with the Aro mutants.

![DNA-binding to and helix destablization of a replication fork like (RFL) DNA. (**A**) RFL-binding and (**B**) helix destabilization activities of RPA and Aro mutants. The indicated amount of RPA or Aro mutant was incubated with 6 nM of RFL at 25° for 25 min. The reactions were separated by electrophoresis under binding (**A**) or helix destabilization (**B**) conditions. The positions of the DNA--protein complex, free (RFL) DNA, RFL and ssDNA are indicated. Slow mobility complex indicated with \*. The boiled control (B) confirms the position of melted Cy3- and Cy5-labeled ssDNAs. Schematic shows positions of Cy3 (light) and Cy5 (dark) in RFL with arrowheads indicating 3′ ends.](gkw339fig4){#F4}

To determine whether RPA and Aro mutants binding to RFL and Gap caused melting of the duplex regions in the gel assays, we carried out helix destabilization assays. In these assays, RFL or Gap DNA was incubated with protein as in GMSA and then complexes were disrupted with SDS and proteinase K in the presence of excess unlabeled ssDNA (to prevent the labeled oligonucleotide from reforming into duplex structures). The DNA was then analyzed on 15% polyacrylamide gels to determine whether any melting had occurred. No melting was observed for RFL and Gap DNAs with either RPA or the Aro mutants (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S3B). These experiments suggest that melting was not occurring (and is not required for) RPA binding to the 20 nt gap in these structures.

RPA and Aro mutants binding to Bubble DNA {#SEC3-6}
-----------------------------------------

We also examined binding to duplex DNA containing a 20 nt single stranded region surrounded by duplex DNA (Bubble; Supplementary Figure S2). In GMSA assays, wild-type RPA was able to bind the Bubble DNA at high concentrations. Complexes were observed at 5- and 10-fold molar excess of RPA (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, there was minimal binding by the Aro mutants as the same concentrations (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; note the minimal decrease in the amount of free DNA with Aro mutants.) When parallel reactions were analyzed for helix destabilization, wild-type RPA caused melting of the Bubble DNA at the same concentrations as complex formation was observed (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the stable RPA--Bubble complex either requires or occurs concurrently with melting. Binding to the Bubble DNA also required higher concentrations than was required for binding to either RFL or Gap DNA (compare Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and only occurred when the stoichiometry of RPA to DNA was ≥ 5:1. This suggests that multiple RPA molecules are needed to form a stable complex with and melt Bubble DNA. In contrast to wild-type, the Aro mutants were unable to melt the Bubble DNA. We conclude that the Aro mutants are defective in forming stable complexes with and melting the Bubble DNA.

![DNA-binding to and helix destablization of a 20 nt Bubble DNA. (**A**) Bubble binding and (**B**) helix destabilization activities of RPA and Aro mutants. The indicated amount of RPA or Aro mutant was incubated with 6 nM of fluorophore-labeled bubble at 25° for 25 min. The reactions were terminated and separated by electrophoresis under binding (**A**) or helix destabilization (**B**) conditions. The positions of the DNA-protein complex, free (Bubble) DNA, Bubble DNA and ssDNA are indicated. The boiled control (B) confirms the position of the position of the Cy3-labeled ssDNA. Schematic shows position of Cy3 in Bubble DNA with arrowheads indicating 3′ ends.](gkw339fig5){#F5}

To further examine interactions with Bubble DNA, we examined binding by smTIRFM. Strikingly, no binding events were detected with either wild-type or the Aro mutants. In these smTIRFM experiments, the density of tethered-RPA on the slide surface is low enough that each binding event represents a DNA molecule binding to an individual molecule of RPA. (Note that if multiple RPA molecules were located at a site on a slide, they would have been detected as spots that have binding events with double fluorescence intensity (2 DNA molecules) and this was not observed.) These data confirm that binding of multiple RPA molecules are needed for stable binding to and melting of Bubble DNA.

The binding behavior of the Aro mutants was very different with the Bubble substrate relative to the Gap DNA even though both contain a 20 nt single strand region. To explore this difference we also examined melting of DNAs containing a 20 nt single strand region adjacent to either a 5′ or a 3′ single strand DNA flap (Supplementary Figure S5). No melting was observed with either Flap substrate (Supplementary Figure S5).

These findings suggest that RPA binding is affected by DNA topology. To explore the effects of RPA binding on DNA with different topologies, Brownian dynamic modeling was used to simulate RPA binding to Gap and Bubble structures. To make the simulations computationally accessible, the models consisted of coarse-grained representations of a single molecule of RPA and the Gap or Bubble DNA. The model of wild-type RPA was complete with all domains and linkers while the models of DNA contained either 3 or 2 oligonucleotides held together by non-covalent interactions. The models were allowed to dynamically change conformations and interact for 5 μs of simulation time. The strengths of RPA--DNA energetic interactions were set sufficiently high to allow formation of stable intermolecular interactions in the time frame of the simulations (see Supplementary Methods).

Our experimental results demonstrated that a single molecule of RPA could bind to the Gap structure but not to the Bubble DNA (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}); multiple RPA molecules were needed to form a stable complex with the Bubble DNA. In our simulations, however, the RPA-DNA binding interactions were deliberately set high enough to allow one molecule to form a stable complex with either DNA structure. This way, we were able to model the dynamics of RPA and DNA, and visualize the consequences of binding of a single molecule of RPA to these two DNA structures.

Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the initial and final configurations of a representative simulation for RPA with either the Gap or Bubble DNA. To quantitate interactions, the fraction of expected native contacts that are actually formed (the Q-value) was quantitated for the RPA with the DNA and for each molecule with itself (RPA with RPA and DNA with DNA; Supplementary Figure S6). In all simulations, RPA ended up bound to the DNA (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; note the final conformations and the large increase in the RPA-DNA Q-value). The time of the initial interaction varied as did the number of domains of RPA that were engaged with the DNA at the end of the simulation (final RPA-DNA Q-value, Supplementary Figure S6). We also observed that binding of RPA to the Bubble DNA always caused melting of either one or both ends of the duplex (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; see also simulation videos in supplementary materials). This strand separation was never observed with the Gap DNA which is less topologically constrained. Melting was characterized by a large decrease in the fraction of native contacts within the DNA during the simulation (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This combination of experimental and simulation data indicate that topological constraints present in the 20 nt Bubble prevent stable binding unless the adjacent duplex regions are melted. We conclude that the Aro mutants are defective in this binding/melting activity.

![Brownian dynamic modeling of RPA interactions with Gap and Bubble DNA. (**A**) Representative simulation of RPA with Gap or Bubble DNA. Top-schematic of initial conformation, middle-initial conformation and bottom-final conformation after 5 μs. RPA subunits (RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3) shown in green, blue and red, respectively; DNA shown in gray (bases and deoxyribose) and pink (phosphates). \*Melted, non-RPA bound strand of DNA. (**B**) Average change in percent contacts (Q-value) for DNA-DNA (green) or RPA-DNA (red) over five independent 5 μs simulations for Gap and Bubble DNAs. Error bars represent standard deviation.](gkw339fig6){#F6}

Aro mutants fail to support progression of the RAD51-mediated DNA strand exchange reaction {#SEC3-7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our studies described above showed that the Aro mutants have defects in forming stable complexes with ssDNA, melting duplex regions and have reduced binding to short ssDNA regions. It is not clear which of these defects is causing the repair deficiency. While some repair pathways, such as NER and MMR have short ssDNA intermediates, recombinational repair has ssDNA intermediates that are longer than those found at the replication fork. So if the defect in binding to short ssDNA regions is responsible for the repair defect, the Aro mutants should be able to function in recombination. To test this hypothesis, the Aro mutants were tested for their capacity to facilitate RAD51-mediated DNA strand exchange. In these reactions, φX174 closed circular ssDNA is incubated with stoichiometric amounts of RAD51 protein in the presence of ATP and magnesium. RPA is added and allowed to equilibrate and the reaction is initiated by the addition of φX174 RFI linear duplex DNA. RAD51 catalyzes formation of the joint molecule intermediates, which are then converted into nicked circular products. RPA is required for both, the formation of continuous RAD51-ssDNA nucleoprotein filaments and later to ensure the progression of the reaction from the joint molecule intermediates to the final nicked circular products (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). With wild-type RPA both nicked circle products and a substantial amount of slow-migrating, joint molecules intermediates were observed. In contrast, none of the Aro mutants supported the complete DNA strand exchange; there was no formation of nicked circle products (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). AroA and Aro2 supported limited initiation of the reaction, as indicated by the formation of a small amount of joint molecules, while AroB reactions had minimal formation of joint molecules. The mobility of the joint molecules forms ([@B73]) indicated that the Aro mutants are only forming early intermediates with limited partial exchange. We conclude that the Aro mutants can partially support initiation of RAD51 mediated recombination but fail to support the progression of the strand exchange. This suggests that defects in stable complex formation or DNA melting activity prevent the Aro mutants from forming the necessary ssDNA intermediates needed for the DNA strand exchange.

![Function of Aro mutants in Rad51 mediated strand exchange. (**A**) Schematic of the RAD51 DNA strand exchange assay. RAD51 coated φX174 circular ssDNA recombines with φX174 RFI linear dsDNA. This leads to formation of joint molecules followed by the nicked circular product, containing the ssDNA circular substrate and the complementary ssDNA strand, and the displaced ssDNA strand. (**B**) Reactions containing indicated amounts of wild-type or Aro mutant forms of RPA were assembled (0 min) and incubated at 37° for 60 min. Positions of starting DNA (linear duplex), initially formed joint molecule intermediates and completely exchanged nicked circular product are indicated. Some denatured ssDNA (bottom of gel) was present in the starting DNA (0-min points).](gkw339fig7){#F7}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Dynamic DNA binding by RPA {#SEC4-1}
--------------------------

RPA is a modular protein with multiple DNA-binding domains connected by flexible linkers. The flexible structure of RPA has been suggested to be responsible for multiple modes of DNA binding that differ in length of DNA covered and number of domains that engage DNA ([@B34],[@B38],[@B42],[@B74]--[@B76]). Formation of stable RPA--DNA complexes requires interactions of the high affinity binding domains, DBD-A and DBD-B, and also the lower affinity DBD-C and DBD-D. This model is supported by mutational analysis ([@B34],[@B38]) and structural studies ([@B30],[@B35]). Recent studies also suggest that structural flexibility allows RPA to dynamically interact with ssDNA. RPA has been recently shown to diffuse rapidly compared to other ssDNA-binding proteins (diffusion rate of ∼5000 nt^2^s^−1^) and to efficiently melt small hairpins and duplex regions as it diffuses ([@B42]). RPA--DNA complexes have also been shown to exchange rapidly in the presence of free RPA and other ssDNA-binding proteins ([@B53]). Both of these processes are thought to be caused by microscopic dissociation of the individual domains of RPA followed by rebinding to promote diffusion or creation of small ssDNA regions that act as nucleation sites for other ssDNA-binding proteins ([@B4]). These findings suggest a model of RPA binding in which the multiple DBDs linked in flexible structure can dynamically interact with ssDNA regions to adopt multiple conformations with different combinations of DBD interacting with ssDNA ([@B4]). In spite of these new insights into RPA--DNA interactions, the dynamic interactions of domains needed to support RPA function in different pathways remain poorly understood.

Multiple binding states of RPA {#SEC4-2}
------------------------------

We applied single-molecule total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (smTIRFM) to analyze DNA binding to surface-tethered wild-type and mutant forms of RPA. This allowed observation of large numbers of individual binding events including multiple binding cycles for individual molecules of RPA. Kinetic analysis of these individual binding events demonstrated, for the first time, that RPA•DNA interaction results in two distinct complexes with different stability. We also found that the more stable state correlates with the observed affinity of different forms of RPA in indirect gel shift assays and that mutants that have reduced ability to form the more stable state also have repair defects. We conclude that the ability to form multiple states when interacting with DNA is critical for RPA function.

What could be the physical basis for the two kinetic states of the RPA-ssDNA complexes? It is known that the high affinity, binding core (DBD-A and --B) of RPA can bind to ssDNA with high affinity ([@B37],[@B38]). Also the RPA trimerization core (DBD-C, -D, and --E) is capable of binding to partially duplex ssDNA ([@B29],[@B39]). RPA has a binding site size of either 22 or 30 nt at different ionic strengths which is consistent with there being either 3 or 4 DBDs interacting with DNA ([@B42]). Also a progressive compaction of RPA has been observed upon binding to different length DNA ([@B35],[@B77]). However it is not clear whether the difference in states represents a difference in number or spacing of DBDs engaged with the DNA or different conformations of complex or both (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Model of possible dynamic RPA binding modes. See Discussion for details.](gkw339fig8){#F8}

We hypothesize that when RPA binds to ssDNA, initially one or more DBDs interact with DNA after a diffusion-dependent collision. More DBDs then associate to form a moderately stable complex in which three or four DBDs are generally associating with the DNA. This complex corresponds to the faster dissociating kinetic state and has individual domains microscopically dissociating from and rebinding to the DNA. The complex then undergoes conformational changes which could involve additional DBD association or a conformational change that leads to the more stable state. It seems likely that the two states are in equilibrium and could actually represent a continuum of conformations/complexes. Together these data suggest that RPA dynamically forms at least two kinetically distinct complexes with DNA and that these modes of binding are required for some functions of RPA in cells.

Aro mutant DNA interactions {#SEC4-3}
---------------------------

The Aro mutants function in DNA replication but not in DNA repair. In this study we showed that the Aro mutants have altered DNA binding properties but that these differences were minimal with longer ssDNA regions. We propose that by having multiple DBDs, the affinity of RPA for ssDNA remains high even when a mutation partially disrupts the binding of a single domain. This suggests that reduced binding of mutated single domain can be partially compensated by binding of the other three domains. Further, our results indicate that 20 nt is sufficient to accommodate binding of four DBDs. These results correlate with the previous findings that RPA binds with lower affinity to oligonucleotides shorter than 20 nt and the affinity of RPA for 5′- and 3′--protruding ssDNA is different if the length of the arm is 19 nt or shorter but similar when length of the arm is 23 nt or longer ([@B31],[@B33]).

We also identified changes in DNA binding that may be responsible for the defect in DNA repair. Even though the Aro mutants bound oligonucleotides 25 nt and longer with the same affinity as the wild-type protein, we observed changes in binding with short oligonucleotides. The Aro mutants did not form stable complexes with dT15. This supports the model that binding to short DNA is mediated by the high affinity binding domains A and B. This makes binding to dT15 very sensitive to mutations in DBD-A or -B. With intermediate length ssDNA, contribution of domains outside of the high affinity domain is increased, which makes binding of Aro mutants more robust. Aro mutants also showed a decrease in the formation of the more stable binding state with intermediate length DNAs (dT25 and dT20). This causes a reduction in affinity in gel mobility shift assays and reduced helix destabilization activity. We propose that these changes cause the Aro mutants to be defective in DNA repair.

Single strand intermediates in DNA replication and repair differ in size and lifetime. In DNA replication, the ssDNA intermediates are generally short-lived and have lengths usually around 100--200 nt. In contrast the ssDNA intermediates in NER are much shorter (\<30 nt), topologically constrained and formation of a stable RPA-containing complex is needed for processing and repairing the DNA damage. In the case of NER, it seems likely that both the reduced affinity for short single strand regions and the less stable complexes will cause the defect in repair.

In homologous recombination, RPA initially competes with RAD51 for ssDNA binding and later assists it by melting ssDNA secondary structures and allowing formation of the continuous RAD51 nucleoprotein filament, which is required for DNA strand exchange. In contrast to the moving replication fork, where the role of RPA is transient, RPA melting of the secondary structures in ssDNA to allow formation of RAD51 nucleoprotein filament, as well as perhaps assisting in progression of the strand exchange reaction, require stable bound RPA--ssDNA complexes capable of duplex destabilization. The Aro mutants were able to support the initiation of the RAD51-mediated three-strand DNA strand exchange reaction, but all failed to support its progression through joint molecule intermediates to the final products. This suggests that more stable binding state is needed for efficient strand exchange.

The formation of the stable state seems to be important for RPA melting of secondary DNA structure ([@B42]). Indeed, the Aro mutants were unable to unwind the 20 nt Bubble DNA structure while showing high affinity to RFL, Gap, and Flap containing structures. The Brownian dynamic simulations showed that RPA binding to a 20 nt bubble caused melting of the adjacent duplex. We conclude that a short single strand bubble has topological constraints that make it 'act' like a shorter region of DNA. These constraints did not occur with the gapped DNA model. This indicates that binding to topologically constrained DNA structures like Bubble DNA requires either full engagement of DBD-A and DBD-B or formation of the more stable slow-disassociating RPA complex or both.

These results also demonstrate that binding of DBD-A and DBD-B is required for RPA to efficiently melt duplex DNA. It is also known that DBD-F in RPA1 is required for efficient melting of duplex DNA by RPA ([@B28],[@B44]). It is interesting that in our Brownian dynamic simulations, we observed DBD-F interacting transiently with the DNA. This raises the possibility that efficient helix destabilization requires interactions of DBD-F with the DNA in addition to formation of the stable state by the rest of the domains of RPA.

The interaction of RPA and DNA are complex ([@B4]). Recent work by Kemmerich *et al*. has shown that step-wise interactions by domains of RPA contribute to rapid dynamics at fork-like structures ([@B54]). Our studies show that these dynamics can be characterized kinetically. By studying the four-conserved aromatic resides in high affinity domain of RPA, we have identified that RPA--DNA complexes exist in at least two kinetic states and that formation of the more stable state is required for DNA repair but dispensable for DNA replication. It seems most likely that these states are a consequence of RPA binding dynamically to ssDNA and that full function of DBD-A and --B are required for formation of more stable complexes needed for DNA repair. Additional studies are needed to determine how the domains of RPA contribute to these two states and how these RPA--DNA complexes contribute to processing of different single-stranded DNA intermediates.
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